
Thomas Pulleine established Mindset Securities in 2015 after working as an Infantry soldier
in the Army for 17 years and working as a security guard for pubs and clubs between
operational deployments. Since leaving the Army Tommy has worked as a senior
instructor for security courses (1ABCEF), mental health and community development. He
recognised that there are gaps in how guards are educated and managed across their
careers. These gaps lead to guards being psychologically impacted, making poor
decisions and increasing turnover within the industry. 

To fill this gap Tommy has partnered with Mindset Psychology to create a training
continuum to support security officer wellbeing and professional development across
their lifecycle. The aim of this training is to protect guard mental health, increase their skill
development and enhance leader capability so that guards are healthier, happier and
perform better. Each lesson has been developed collaboratively between psychologists
and security officers to ensure its evidence based and meets industry need.

Each topic has a 20 minute e-lesson that can be completed by guards online. For
workplaces that want a greater depth of learning and skill development through scenario
based training, each topic is deliverable via face to face instruction. Packages can be
designed to suit the training needs of your workplace.

MINDSET

SECURITIES:

SUPPORTING YOU

AND YOUR TEAM



Sleep Hygiene: improving sleep quality and managing night shift
Resilience: improving guard resilience to work and life challenges 
Critical incident Mental Health: understanding and coping with critical incident stress.
Stress management: practical skills to cope with stress
Mental Health Awareness:  understanding mental illness and how to improve mental
health
Wellbeing: How to build personal wellbeing
High Performance Mindfulness: using mindfulness to improve focus and manage
stress
Battling boredom: strategies to stay alert for long shifts 

How to build rapport
Improving questioning and listening techniques
Improving report writing skills
Ethical Decision Making: improving guard decision making and use of authority
The Art of Influencing: improving negotiation and persuasion skills
Security legislation and knowledge refresher
Conflict de-escalation skills
Note taking – effective contemporaneous note taking
Understanding and responding to alcohol related violence
Domestic Violence Awareness: Understanding domestic and family violence drivers
and resources  

Mental health for managers: understanding psychological hazards and supporting
guard resilience
Coaching skills for leaders: framework and skills to coach guards into better
performance and resilience
Emotional intelligence for leaders: learn emotional intelligence and interpersonal skills
to support and influence workers (for new leaders) 
Effective team management: framework and knowledge for managing effective
security teams
Workplace Critical Incident Mental Health Response: how to respond to a support
worker mental health following a critical incident 

Wellbeing

Guard Professional Development

Leader Capability (face to face training recommended)

To discuss your training needs or to book a package contact Mindset Securities via
email admin@mindsetsecurities.com.au or Tommy directly on 0417 20 20 62.
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